Minutes
Dundonnell Wind Farm Community Engagement
Committee
Meeting date

Monday 28 June 2021

Meeting time and location

6pm, at the Woorndoo FNC social rooms

1. Attendees
Cr Damian Gleeson (Chair)
Cr Ian Smith
Cr Jim Doukas
Karen Blackmore, Community Representative
Greg Grant, Community Representative
Tim Hill, Community Representative
Dave Sweatman, Community Representative
Mark Telfer, Production Supervisor - Tilt Renewables
Martine Holberton, Community and Stakeholder Advisor - Tilt Renewables
Vicki Askew-Thornton, Moyne Shire Council

2. Apologies
Nil.

3. Declarations of interest
Nil

4. Minutes of previous meeting
Moved by Tim Hill, seconded by Greg Grant that the minutes of the CEC meeting held on 12
April 2021 be accepted.
CARRIED

5. Business Arising
-

5.1
TR to consider placing the ERV work authority quarry rehab plan on the
project website.
TR response: The rehab plan is not a formalised plan and it mentions the landowner,
so it’s not appropriate to put it up on the webpage. We can confirm that ensuring
quarry rehabilitation works are completed is the objective.

-

5.2
TR to follow up recent reports of project vehicles entering the site from
the east on non-approved routes.
TR response: Following Mark providing feedback from the last CEC meeting it was
discussed at the toolbox meeting next morning to all personnel onsite and is covered
in the DDWF induction that site access is via the Woorndoo / Streatham Rd entrance.
The email trail from Moyne Shire was also shared and has been highlighted again
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since at morning toolbox to reiterate the requirement as a proactive step. TLT Asset
Management was scheduled to attend site toolbox meeting to discuss and highlight
the importance of a number of DDWF compliance items directly with the site
personnel last week however this has been delayed due to lockdown but is on track
to occur this month.
-

5.3
TR to consider making magnetic vehicle identification signs mandatory
for all project vehicles going forward.
TR response: We have not gone down the path of magnetic identification signs. All
the Vestas service vehicles are clearly signed, and the contractors’ vehicles will
continue to diminish in numbers over the coming weeks / months.
Further discussion: Cr Smith reported that a couple of weeks ago he came across
two unmarked worker’s utes travelling to the site the ‘back way’. Karen noted that
vehicles were no longer going past her place but suspected they could be using the
Darlington-Caranballac Road and Darcy’s Lane instead.
Council and TR will undertake spot-checks of the relevant roads to the north-east of
the site as soon as possible.

-

5.4
TR to pass on and discuss with Odonata the feedback from Tim and
Greg re fencing around the BCP wetlands.
TR response: Tilt confirmed with Odonata that the fencing being installed has
considered the potential impact to the chicks, e.g. will be set back from the wetlands,
strand fencing (e.g. 7 strands) will be adopted. The fencing has the ability to have
strands removed if monitoring suggests that this will cause an impact.
Outcome of further discussion: TR will follow up on Cr Doukas’s request for the
locations and sizes of the four BCP wetlands.

-

5.5
TR will follow up to provide info on location of bat monitors.
TR response: We do not have ‘monitors’ / specific requirements to monitor bat
activity at DDWF. However, summary of key BAMP activities at DDWF are below:
Bird and bat monitoring has been ongoing at DDWF since November 2020. This
involves monthly monitoring activities including:
•
Carcass search program
•
Brolga mortality monitoring
•
Monitoring of raptors and white-throated needletail during monthly
monitoring activities
•
Falcon breeding (required from Jul-Dec)
•
Monitoring of Brolga breeding habitats (within 3.2km of the wind farm,
required from Jul – Dec)
•
Monitoring of Brolga flocking habitats (within 5km of the wind farm, required
from Jan-Jun)
The carcass search program is required to be conducted at 27 turbines (out of 80
turbines, or one third) each month as part of the monitoring program. An additional
turbine is also searched so that all four turbines close to the Mount Fyans reserve are
searched. This brings the total number of turbines searched each month to 28.
Brolga mortality monitoring involves inspection of every turbine on the wind farm
each month.

-

5.6
TR will follow up with its noise consultants regarding whether seasonal wind
conditions are factored in when noise monitoring will be undertaken twice at the
same time of each year.
TR response: The Noise Compliance Test Plan requires two rounds of testing, each
round will include 6 weeks of testing at each location. The second round of testing
will occur 12 months following the first. The first round of testing is being scheduled
for ~two weeks from now (pending Covid travel restrictions).
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The methodology for the testing is set out in the endorsed Noise Compliance Test
Plan, which is available on our website (available here) in accordance with New
Zealand Standard 6808:2010, Acoustics Wind Farm Noise, as specified by the
Planning Permit.
-

5.7
TR will follow up on a request for information about the amount of ground
disturbance/native veg cleared for the internal cabling and the internal access tracks
was in accordance with the endorsed plans.
TR response: Following the CEC meeting Tilt Renewables updated the website to
include the endorsed ‘site works plans’ and ‘native vegetation removal’ (linked
below), both which illustrate the location of infrastructure in relation to the native
vegetation on site (including that which was allowed to be impacted).

-

5.8
TR to consider placing the relevant plan on the project website.
https://www.tiltrenewables.com/documents/733/DDWF_Endorsed_Native_Vegetation
_Removal_Plan.pdf

-

5.9
TR will include a promo section about the CEC in its next newsletter (done),
and provide a link to Councils CEC minutes web page.
TR response: Under the CEC section: https://www.tiltrenewables.com/assets-andprojects/Dundonnell-Wind-Farm/

-

5.9
Greg Grant asked about Re-Alliance and its proposed community fund that
was recently reported in the local press. Councillors will discuss this further and
respond to the CEC at the next meeting.
Council response:
On 23 July 2019 Council resolved to ‘Assist in the facilitation of joint discussions
between wind farm proponents, Global Power Generation, Woolnorth Wind Farms,
and Wind Prospect in regard to a more strategic approach to community funding and
benefits from wind farms in the Moyne Shire’.
Re-Alliance presented to a Council workshop in March 2021.
Councils understanding of the Re-Alliance proposal is that it would involve excess
funds from existing windfarm community funds, not taking money away from locally
based funding pools.
Council does not have a position on the proposal and has not entered into any
agreement with Re-Alliance.
Further discussion:
TR noted that a Re-Alliance representative attended a recent meeting of the
Dundonnell Wind Farm community fund committee to discuss the proposal and get
feedback from the community. The key points were that it would be voluntary
whether a community took part in the proposed fund, and that administration costs
would not come from the fund pool but would be covered by a separate wind farm
developer contribution.
A detailed discussion was held on the meaning of ‘social licence’.

6. Correspondence Incoming
-

TR response to actions, as included in the meeting agenda.

7. Correspondence Outgoing
Nil.
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8. Reports
8.1 Tilt Renewables (TR)
Project Update (Please refer to Attachment 1):
Summary of further discussion:
The wind farm is currently operating at a capacity of 300MW.
No complaints have been received by TR since March.
The next project newsletter will be distributed in coming weeks.
Mark Telfer and Barend van der Poll are members of the TR assets team and
will be visiting the site regularly from now on. Mark and/or Barend can attend
future CEC meetings.

8.2 Community Representatives
8.2.1

Karen asked why the Dundonnell Mini Grid solar panel program hadn’t
progressed to a ‘community grid’.
TR will provide further information on this item.

8.2.2

Dave asked about the status of the new EPA regulations regarding wind farm
noise.
Response: Council is aware of the proposed changes, which have not yet
been put into effect.

8.3 Council
Cr Doukas noted there is a lot of information circulating in the public about what the
changes to the EPA regulations may mean regarding wind farm noise.

9.

General business
9.1

Tim gave an update on the ongoing discussions between Council, the fire
brigade and DELWP regarding securing funding for a new multipurpose
facility to replace the existing Dundonnell Hall and CFA building.
Discussions are also being held with TR about making a contribution to the
project.
It was agreed that this would be a great legacy project for the Dundonnell
community.

10. Date of next CEC meeting
Monday 6 September 2021, 6pm
Confirmed this …..… / ……………… / …..…
Chair ………………………………….
Minutes are to be registered in Moyne Shire’s electronic document management
system by the committee reporting officer
immediately following the Minutes’ confirmation and signing
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Attachment 1 – TR project update
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